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Humans tend to believe that we live in peace and harmony, we think that we are safe and 

secure from any threats, but we are all wrong, everyday that we live we say to our self "Are we 

safe" hopes are what keeping us in this stone cold world, but in all wars and the blood n sweat 

that we shared there were always heroes that will save us from threats all around the world. 

Heroes like Harlon Block and Franklin Sously who died for fighting for us to breath freely, but 

wars stayed the same, it didn't change anything, it just changed people around them. All these 

times that we were fighting in world war I/II were just for power and taking lands that they 

don't own, power changes everything and that's what they wanted, but there were always man 

brave enough to stop them from taking what's ours. In 2001 CIA picks up an Intel, telling them 

that the Russians are planning to invade USA by disabling the network and defense system with 

an nuclear bomb that is capable of not just destroying half of the country, but also leaving the 

rest of the country powerless. They sent a team to take care the threat in Moscow,Russia, what 

they didn't know that they were dealing with a criminal that has manipulating skills and an 

strong army behind him. The team was under command of Andrew Lincoln Staff sergeant. They 

were transported to the plane and took a flight to Russia and they were giving new names and 

identity so they aren't notice by officers of the country, Andrew and his brother were assigned 

to lead the team to find what Scientist location and its bomb, the team that were assigned 

knew the risk that they were taking and that they were alone in a foreign country. The 

informant that gaved the Intel to CIA known as Grayson Hough who was in charge of giving the 

tools and what they needed to know about scientist and his staff. Grayson picked the marines 

into his car and drove them to his apartment to brief them about the situation that was 

happening in Russian, Grayson explained to them that if we don't act soon there won't be a 

home anymore. Andrew realized the situation and the time so they started picking up the guns 

and start from guys that did Dr.Trofims work and work the way up to him. Grayson drove them 

to a house which judging from his information Trofims advisor lives there, it is well protected 

and its impossible to go in that easy, only way is to go sneakily in behind and try to get inside 

the house without drawing attention. As Andrew gets passes the gates without anyone noticing 

it, he goes inside the house and sees Sergei talking to a guy in a phone, he makes a fast move 

and hits Sergei in the head and leaving him unconscious. As he ties him to the chair, he forces 

Sergei to talk and give him information about the nuclear bomb. After moments of 

interrogation, one of his soldiers knocks on his door to check if he is ok, but for Sergei he is tied 

and he cant speak. As the tensions goes on with Andrew getting stuck on what to do, the 

soldier that is outside is getting suspicious and knocks hard, few seconds later calls the others 

putting an alarm of he might be dead, as for Andrew being stuck on what to do. He looks at 

Sergei and by the look of his eye meaning to say sorry about what is about to happen. Knowing 

that in all wars there will always be consequences and that negotiable. Andrew is out of time 



and for him to go out the only choice is with a fight and that wont be easy considering he has 

only one gun, but he has to prepare a plan on how to eliminate these guys without getting shot. 

As the guards that are protecting Sergei breach the door with C4 and go inside, its all dark its 

hard for everyone to see where there are cause of the rain, and for Andrew the only way to see 

is through the lightning. He elimates every guard one by one quickly make a run to the car as 

the more guards gets alerted they come by the house and they see Andrew making a run for it 

in the car. Luckily Andrew made it out but the information that they got is important saying that 

the first missile is going to be fired in Washington DC, and that will be a warning shot for the 

rest of them. Andrew looks up into the document sees a address location of the missile, he and 

his team suits up for the action to take down the missile before it hits in US, Grayson is waiting 

outside for the marines, but he makes a phone call to an unknown caller, Andrew looks at 

Grayson from the apartment and he thinks Grayson looks suspicions but still those are just 

thoughts, as the team drives to the warehouse, there are only 2 guard which by chance it can 

only mean a setup but still there are no chances to miss this opportunity cause of the alert of a 

possible nuclear bomb. The team gets out of the car and passes the fence and goes behind the 

guards taking them out silently, As the teams get split up Andrew and Grayson go on the front 

door and as they get in, they see that this looks to easy to go in and they make the way to the 

missile. As they open the door and get inside, Andrew sees his team tied up, he looks at 

Grayson for help but he does nothing. Few seconds later the Grayson points a gun to Andrew 

asking to put his gun down, as Andrew realizes that he was betrayed by his own informant and 

the whole Intel that was given to CIA Was just a diversion for to give Dr.Trofim more time. As 

the team realizes that its lower, Dr.Trofim walks into the room explaining his evil plan to them 

and that there is nothing that they can do to stop him from taking his revenge, as Trofim and 

guards leave the room, he asks to eliminate the marines. Grayson betrayal to the country was 

just for money, Grayson looks at Andrews eye with the look of sorry what I'm about to do, and 

points the gun to Andrew's brother Thomas and pulls the trigger, as Andrew starts to try to 

untie him self with the fear and sad about his brother getting shot in the head by the same guy 

that lead them to this place, he hits Grayson in his head leaving him unconscious for a moment 

and holds his brothers body as he cry over his death. Grayson begins to come to his sentence 

and makes a run for the car, Andrew with his fear of getting his revenge runs after him. As he 

makes the run Grayson starts to get tired, Raining all night, Grayson slips outside and began to 

see Andrew getting close to him, as he sees him he starts to shot him 1 times in the arm and 

gets close to him, as soon as he prepares to pull the trigger he gets shot right on the chest by 

his friend John Bolt and falls off the cliff. Andrew try to catch him by the arms but cant reach it 

and Grayson falls into the river. Losing a part of your family is not easy thing for Andrew losing 

his brother was a hard thing but he has to take revenge on Trofim. When hearing the gunshots 

going around, police officers come to see what was going on, Andrews friend explaining to him 

that they have to run cause of the police coming, and that he has no choice but to leave his 

brother here. As they make a run for it into the woods knowing that they are strangers in a 

foreign country with no help its hard to get your self together. But lucky Andrew wasn't alone. 

As they pass the woods they see a road which, John pulls up the palm of his hand high so 



someone could pick them up. An old jeep comes by the side of the road and picks them, they 

hide Andrew from him cause he is shot in the arm as they don't want to be suspicions. 


